
The Derwent World Patents Index (DWPISM) is a comprehensive 
value-added database of worldwide patents covering all areas 
of technology. The intellectual value of DWPI is the result of 
a thorough editorial process of classification, abstracting 
and indexing. Original titles and abstracts are rewritten to 
reveal the actual invention and highlight the main uses and 
advantages of the technology. 

The DWPI database enables professionals to more easily 
research and understand the world’s innovations through 
editorially curated, English-language abstracting and 
indexing of patent documents from 48 patent-issuing 
authorities worldwide and two literary sources, including 
patent data from Asia-Pacific, Europe, the Middle East and 
North and South America. DWPI contains more than 24 million 
unique inventions covering over 50 million patent documents  
dating back to 1963.

The intellectual value of DWPI comprises:

n Clear titles and abstracts written to summarize novelty, use and   
 advantage of the invention in consistent, industry-specific terms   
 enabling accurate retrieval of patent data  
n Error-corrected bibliographic data from all patenting authorities,   
 providing more consistency in searching and better data analysis

n Standardized patentee and assignee names, which help to identify   
 patents owned by a company and its subsidiaries

n Unique coding and indexing across all patent authorities and    
 technologies, including in-depth chemical and polymer indexing,   
 ensuring the precise, relevant and comprehensive retrieval of  
 patent information

DERWENT WORLD  
PATENTS INDEX® ON STN®  



DWPI on STN meets the requirements and daily challenges of the 
information professional. The sophisticated retrieval environment enables 
combined searches for value-added and first-level patent data.

Information professionals count on the implementation of DWPI on STN

n Full integration of DWPI in the STN suite of patent files leveraging   
 the powerful retrieval capabilities on STN

n Efficient cross-file searching with the CAS suite of files, INPADOC   
 and the patent full-text databases

n Structure-based access to more than 2 million specific chemical   
 compounds via Derwent Chemistry Resource (DCR), the    
 companion file of DWPI

n Full integration of DCR hit structures in DWPI displays

n Best-in-class features for searching fragmentation codes and    
 polymer indexing

n Various text-searching options to take users to the heart of the    
 invention, e.g., novelty or use of the invention

n All important patent classifications (IPC, CPC, Japanese F-terms    
 and FI-terms, US-class) fully available for search and display purposes

n Excellent Asian coverage in DWPI complemented by other STN    
 value-added and first-level data resources

n Unique patent family content in DWPI contributing to the STN    
 comprehensive patent family

For more information about DWPI and STN, please contact your regional 
STN Service Center or visit www.stn.org.
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